This article discusses the possible applications for optical networks based on wavelength division multiplexing and how they compete and complement current high-speed networks (SONET,ATM). We rst outline the best-case scenario for this technology and describe the spectrum of proposed optical networks (WDM links, passive optical access networks, broadcast-and-select networks, and wavelength routing networks). Then we focus on wavelength routing networks and describe their advantages and disadvantages relative to other competing alternatives for very high-speed networks. Finally, we analyze the di erent markets for such networks in the telco and data communications arena.
Introduction
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is the technology of transmitting multiple data streams independently on a single ber using di erent light wavelengths. This technology, in the form of point-to-point multiplexer/demultiplexer systems, has successfully passed its rst real world test, and has moved from laboratories and testbeds into commercially available and deployed systems. It is now time to consider whether this stage is the rst step towards the vision of the much researched all-optical networks, or whether this is the only niche for this technology.
WDM technology clearly has great advantages for the long-distance telephone companies, as it enables them to dramatically increase their (currently almost saturated) trunk capacities without going into the painful process of laying more ber in the ground. As a result, all three large long distance carriers in the U.S. (AT&T, MCI, Sprint) have embarked on programs of deploying WDM point-to-point technology on many of their long-haul routes. Similar systems have already been deployed n the enterprise world to connect large data processing centers to their backup sites.
On the other hand, from the research point of view, optical networks based on WDM hold great promises for the future of both tele-and data-communication networks, since they currently appear to provide one of the only solutions that overcomes the inherent limitations of electronics and probably the simplest solution in sight that would enable high speed networks to become really high speed (say, above 10 Gbps). However, the reasons for a given technology to become successful do not lie in its theoretical merits, but in how well it competes with alternative solutions, both potential ones as well as those already in use. Several questions arise in this context: Do we need such high speed networks at all? Isn't the combination of WDM links and
The Vision
The best way to understand what a new technology is all about may well be to put aside all the technical details, all current technological di culties, and all competing technologies that threaten to nip it in the bud, and to concentrate on the vision (or the dream, as its opponents may call it): Assuming all goes in favor of this technology, how will it change the world?
Looking at the evolution of communication networks and standards, they seem to become more and more complex (and hence less manageable) as time goes by. This trend is due, in part, to the increase in their size and bit-rates, but mainly due the diversity of the tra c that they carry and services they support. The vision of WDM optical networks o ers a change in this course of evolution into much simpler network architectures. Their transparency, abundance in resources and passive nature may eliminate the need for sophisticated mechanisms to optimize the utilization, control, and management of integrated networks. The architectural simplicity is achieved through tra c segregation as opposed to the current trend of tra c aggregation.
All that remains is to concentrate on the endpoints, namely: how to design computers that can make use of so much bandwidth? Even more importantly, what new applications are now enabled by these bit-rates?
Let us concentrate on the futuristic scenario depicted in Figure 1 , wherein the ber infrastructure is extended to the home, and in which we can make e cient use of the thousands of wavelengths that may be theoretically multiplexed into a single ber. Then our global network would be made of bers interconnected by optical cross-connects, with optical multiplexers at the endpoints. This entire network may be viewed as a huge, sophisticated piece of glass, almost passive in terms of electrical power. When end-user X wishes to communicate with end-user Y, X requests the network control entity to establish the connection 1 . The network then assigns a wavelength x to this connection, sets the switches along the path to support it, and informs both X and Y on the existence of this new connection. Here ends the role of the network in the connection | as opposed to conventional networks in which the network takes an active part in the transfer of the data. Now, when user X sends a light encoded signal on wavelength x , it is optically routed from X to Y, received optically at Y, and converted to the electrical domain, to be processed by Y's application. The endpoints of the connection now have an ultra-high-speed, low noise pipe between them, equivalent to a private ber that serves them exclusively. The network, acting as a passive piece of glass, is neither sensitive to the protocol that X and Y choose to use, nor to the bit-rate. It may even be insensitive to the nature of the data, be it digital or some analog signal. As a result, there will only need to be a handful of simple protocols that the network will be aware of (and will thus have to be standardized). The rest is up to the users.
Contrast this scenario with the complexity and extensive monitoring and management required by \tra-ditional" networks (with SONET setting the current record, probably to be eclipsed by B-ISDN/ATM). It is enough to see how much standardization e ort is put into other alternatives for high-bandwidth, integrated networks, to realize the promise that optical networks provide. While ATM standardization bodies, researchers and implementors struggle with de nitions of di erent tra c classes, congestion control mechanisms, quality of service de nitions and the implications of these features on switch architectures | not to mention policing mechanisms, resource allocation problems, dealing with cell losses, bu er management and pricing | all these issues become much simpler or trivial when considering optical networks instead.
As is always the case with vision, reality tells a di erent story, which we outline in the rest of this article.
The Technology Behind Optical Networks
This section brie y outlines the current architectures of optical networks. It also serves to lter out from the rest of the discussion directions which are beyond the scope of this article. An in-depth discussion of the optical devices that are used to build these networks, as well as some networking aspects can be found in Gre92]. Optical networks can be divided according to the taxonomy tree in Figure 2 . The main distinction between the various network types is based on the multiplexing scheme: whether it is done in the frequency domain (WDM) or in the time domain as in optical time division multiplexing (OTDM). WDM networks may be further split into point-to-point links | in which both ends of the link have identical equipment to transmit and receive the channels, access networks | in which one side of the link gets split among di erent locations (homes), and requires simpler equipment, and broadcast-and-select systems | in which the signal 3.1 WDM links WDM technology is based on the ability to transmit several light signals on a single ber, using di erent wavelengths. It turns out that such di erent light wavelengths do not interfere with each other, and thus they can be split apart at the other end of the ber to form separate channels (see Figure 3 for a schematic drawing of such a system). In this gure only half-duplex channels are depicted. To realize the other direction, a duplicate system in the other direction is typically used. In some systems (e.g., IBM 9729 JNRG95]) the very same ber and grating are used, but on a di erent set of wavelengths.
The WDM link is essentially comprised of the following elements (scanning the gure from left to right).
1. Di erent interfaces per port, to enable di erent protocols to communicate over the link, 2. An electro-optical converter, which includes a laser per channel at di erent wavelengths, 3. An optical multiplexer, typically a piece of glass called a grating, 4. Due to attenuation, ampli ers may be needed along the ber or at the endpoints, 5. When the signal gets to the other end of the ber it is split by an optical demultiplexer, which acts like a prism, to separate wavelength-speci c optical signals (the same grating could be used again), 6. A wavelength insensitive receiver converts the signal into electrical form, 7. The signal is output via the speci c interface of the channel's port. The pace of improvement for this technology is spectacular: while in 1994 the only commercial product for the telco market multiplexed four OC-48 (2.5 Gbps) channels to a distance of 550 km, the high-end multiplexer in 1995 has multiplexed 8 such channels, the current record is 16 channels to 600 km and a 32 channels system to 1200 km has been announced and should be available next year. As for the enterprise market, a multi-protocol lower speed and distance system exists since 1994.
As mentioned in the introduction, such systems are already deployed and are rapidly gaining popularity due to their maturity, the large gain they o er, and the simplicity of integration with legacy equipment.
Broadcast and select networks
Broadcast and select networks are based on a passive star coupler device, connected to several stations in a star topology GKV + 90, JRS93]. This device is a piece of glass that splits the signal it receives on any of its ports to all the ports. As a result it o ers an optical equivalent of radio systems: each transmitter broadcasts its signal on a di erent wavelength and the receivers can tune to receive the desired signal. See Figure 4 for a schematic drawing of such a system.
The main networking challenge in such networks pertains to the coordination of a pair of stations in order to agree and tune their systems to transmit and receive on the same wavelength, see CDR90] for an example. One design issue that must be determined before deciding on these protocols, is the tunable part of the system. It is either possible to have the transmitters xed on a di erent wavelength each and have tunable receivers, have xed receivers and tunable transmitters, or have tuning abilities in both components. It has been shown in CDR90] that it is more advantageous to have tunable receivers and xed transmitters than the other way round.
The advantage of these networks is in their simplicity and the natural multicasting capability. However they have severe limitations, since they do not enable reuse of wavelengths and are thus not scalable beyond the number of supported wavelengths. Another factor which hinders scalability of this solution, and disables it from spanning long distances, is the splitting of the transmitted energy to all the ports. For these reasons the main application for broadcast-and-select is high-speed local and metropolitan area networks. However, the relatively high costs of WDM transmitters and receivers, compared to the low costs (of less than $1000 per port) that other technologies provide | ATM and switched Ethernet, for example | do not enable broadcast-and-select networks to be competitive in this arena currently. The few niches which appear to be appropriate for such networks are broadcast studios and supercomputer centers.
Due to these reasons we will ignore broadcast-and-select networks in the rest of the discussion.
Wavelength routing networks
A scalable optical network can be constructed by taking several WDM links and connecting them at a node by a switching subsystem. Using such nodes (also called wavelength routers) interconnected by bers, diverse networks with complex and large topologies may be devised WCH + 91, Cha94]. Each wavelength router makes its routing decision based on the input port and wavelength of a connection going through it. Thus, if a light signal of wavelength 1 enters a router at a port x it is switched to some output port y. At the other end of ber, attached to y, the signal enters another router in which a similar routing decision is made. This process continues until the signal is switched to an output port of the system (see Figure 1) . Another optical signal coming into the same router on a di erent wavelength 2 will be routed di erently. Such an end-to-end connection is called a lightpath, and it provides a high speed transparent pipe to its end-users. At the same time, another lightpath can reuse the same wavelength in some other part of the network, as long as both lightpaths do not use it on the same ber. Since such \spatial reuse" of wavelengths is supported by wavelength routing networks, they are much more scalable than broadcast-andselect networks. Another important characteristics, which enables these networks to span long distances in that the energy invested in a lightpath is not split to irrelevant destinations.
There is a large diversity of capabilities that a wavelength router can provide, depending on the components in use and design of the node. Most notably, nodes may provide: con gurable lightpaths versus xed routing, full wavelength conversion versus limited conversion versus no conversion at all, fault tolerance in the optical layer versus reliance on higher layers. Nodes may also vary in their scalability to increasing the number of local or network ports.
As for the design of the node itself, current commercial technology enables one of the following rst two designs. The third design relies on large optical switches and wavelength converters, a technology that is far from being commercially available, and is therefore a longer-term option.
Electro-optical node: Converts the optical signal into the electrical domain, perform the switching in this domain, and regenerate the optical signal at the outputs (see Figure 5(a) ). This design enables wavelength conversion easily and maintains a high quality signal for multiple hops. On the other hand it does not support transparency. This design will not be discussed in what follows as it only represents an evolutionary phase towards all-optical networks.
Simple all-optical node: Separates the di erent wavelengths from each input, sends all channels of wavelength i to the same switch, which optically switches them to the output ports (see Figure 5(b) ). This design does not allow wavelength conversion, thereby restricting the reuse of wavelengths in the system. This may prove to be a cost-e ective solution as it does not require a (costly) transceiver per channel per node.
Full conversion all-optical node: Such a node enables each wavelength to be converted to any other wavelength. It is based on a large optical switch which takes a channel and switches it to any other channel (on any ber). Before being multiplexed into the ber, each channel is converted to the appropriate wavelength, by xed wavelength converters (see Figure 5(c) ). . The main challenge in these networks is to design such a system based on WDM technology, in which the equipment at the customers' side is as cheap, simple and durable as possible, but above all { identical for all the customers (or else it will create impossible management overheads, since it will be necessary to ensure that no two customers have identical wavelength-speci c devices). PONs are thoroughly discussed in another article in this issue Fri96] and are therefore beyond the scope of the current article.
Optical TDM attempts to copy conventional TDM ideas and realize them optically, thereby achieving much higher speeds SEB94, Tuc95] . Since this technology is in its very rst steps, where the most elementary functions (such as realizing all-optical bu ers and synchronization) have only been conceptually proven, we estimate that it will not be a potential player in the commercial arena in the next 10 years. For this reason we shall ignore it in the rest of the article.
Competing Technologies
So far we have discussed the technical properties of di erent optical network architectures and focused the discussion towards WDM links and wavelength routing networks. In this section we compare these networks to other high speed networking solutions which are based on electrical switching. The electrical networking example considered for the purposes of this comparison is SONET/SDH. The amount of processing required for ATM cell switching does not currently enable it to compete as a very-high-speed alternative (2.5 Gbps and above).
The following solutions are the main alternatives to very high speed networking (see Figure 6 for a graphical demonstration).
Very high speed TDM links and switches: One obvious solution is to push current high speed TDM networks to even higher speeds. This solution works for fairly high speeds: current SONET links operate at 2.5 Gbps (OC-48), and could be pushed up to 10 Gbps (OC-192). However, the technology seems already to approach its limits, as dictated by the maximum speed of current electronics | even the current OC-48 nodes are based on expensive Gallium Arsenide technology, and require very careful non-standard design. Optical transmitters and receivers are currently limited to 10 Gbps speeds. Furthermore, in some cases, where old ber is installed in the ground, polarization mode dispersion limits the bit-rate to less than 10 Gbps for long distances.
Parallel bers, parallel electrical switches: Another straightforward solution is to use parallel bers between sites connected by lower speed electrical switches. This is indeed a good idea in places with a rich optical infrastructure. However, for long distances this is still a costly solution, since each of these bers requires its own set of optical ampli ers every 80{120 Km. Such equipment constitutes a large portion of the ber cost, needs to be managed and considerably complicates the system. This solution is not very scalable, as additional parallel bers will result in linear increases in the cost. In places where there is not enough ber, the high costs of laying more ber in the ground and legal complexities involved in getting the \right-of-way" permission from land-owners to install it are the major disadvantage of this solution.
WDM links, parallel electrical switches: Here, the parallel bers of the previous solution are replaced by separate channels of a single WDM link. These channels are interconnected by lower speed existing TDM equipment. An important cost advantage of this solution over the previous one, is that there is no need for an ampli er per channel, and all the wavelengths are ampli ed together by a single optical ampli er. A central advantage of combining optical transmission with electrical switching over all-optical networks is that it is based on today's technology, and is thus cheaper, more reliable, and more exible.
All-Optical networks: Wavelength routing networks allow to setup lightpaths which remain in the optical domain across the network. Thus, they enable creating con gurable higher level topologies based on tra c analysis, and to painlessly recon gure as tra c demands change. At any case, it is clear that they o er an almost unlimited upgrade path for the future, which is not the case with the other solutions. The latter all-optical solution has the following advantages over all the other solutions:
Transparency: Since no electrical processing is involved, wavelength routing networks are not aware of the structure of the data, and can carry diverse protocols and bit coding structures. Electrical solutions carry a single form of tra c and require costly conversion devices from other protocols to the supported standard, which also complicate the management of the network. Another type of transparency supported by wavelength routing networks (although to a lesser extent) is bit-rate transparency. Such networks will carry quite a large spectrum of bit-rates, up to a maximum rate determined by the design point of the system. Future-proofness: A corollary of the above is that all-optical networks will carry most future protocols at many di erent bit-rates without having to replace components of the network. Thus the investment in this technology is protected against future developments (insofar as anything can be protected against the future). Reduced Processing: Electrical solutions involve considerably more processing than their all-optical counterparts, a fact which implies more hardware or more expensive hardware. Consider a bit in a connection between nodes A and D in Figure 6 (a{c). This bit is converted to the electrical domain, re-clocked and processed 2 by each and every node on the path (nodes B and C in this example). In Figure 6(d) , however, there is a lightpath from node A to D, and our bit remains in the optical domain at nodes B and C. Thus, the electrical switches of nodes B and C are not bothered by it and can be made smaller, and less costly.
Reduced Management: Whenever a bit is interpreted, an error may occur. In turn, this event must be detected and reported (especially in the telco world, where network management is much less oblivious to such events). Thus, if bits are interpreted only at the border of a network, much less quality-of-service related management is necessary (fault management is, however, still necessary) 3 .
The main disadvantages of wavelength routing networks are the following ones.
Immaturity: At this stage, optical components are not yet mature. Some of them are technically mature (e.g., DFB lasers) but su er from commercial immaturity as indicated by their high cost, resulting from the lack of mass-production (most of them are hand-made by order and have to be individually tuned).
Other components are technically immature (e.g. optical switches) as indicated by their large physical dimensions and their less reliable nature. It seems, however, that this is not an inherent problem, and will be resolved in the near future.
System design problems: Many design issues for wavelength routing network systems have not yet been fully understood and solved. Examples for such problems are the wavelength allocation problem and the dynamic gain equalization problem. There has been quite extensive research on wavelength allocation, but the problem is far from being resolved e ciently, even for simple network topologies. This fact limits the scalability of the network, especially if the number of wavelengths per ber is low. A much more severe obstacle for having scalable wavelength routing networks is the physical layer design. In particular, the variance in the signal quality of individual lightpaths, which is very hard to control. Since optical ampli ers do not amplify all wavelengths by the same amount, and due to the fact that some lightpaths travel many hops while others travel a single hop, the energy of some lightpaths may be very low at their destination while other have high energy. Thus it is necessary to equalize the gain, e.g., by having adaptive lters or by transmitting di erent energy levels depending on the route of lightpaths. To further complicate the picture, the network has to react to sudden changes in the con guration of lightpaths due to, e.g., link failures. This dynamic gain equalization problem is very complex and far from being well understood or solved.
Markets For The Technology
After understanding the di erences between possible solutions for very high speed transport, we explore the di erent markets that this technology may have in the near future and how it ts into the existing frameworks.
Inter-exchange market
As mentioned in the introduction, long-haul telephone companies have been the most prominent sector for WDM links so far. The only major market where WDM does not seem to have much of a future is Japan | because of its predominantly installed base of dispersion shifted ber which does not support WDM (this ber is in fact very good for conventional high bit-rate optics and for OTDM). The reason for this market being ripe for such a new technology stems from the rapidly shrinking pools of free capacity in existing bers in the ground on one hand, and from the above-mentioned very high costs of installing long distance ber on the other hand. In fact, these costs are so high that they make the relatively high prices of current WDM multiplexers seem reasonable.
Despite the requirement for WDM point-to-point solutions, this market may not need all-optical networks in the near future. The speci c features o ered by such networks, such as con gurability and transparency seem less attractive here, where single-hop, OC-48 SONET lightpaths are all that is necessary at this stage. In the long run, if SONET networks are to be replaced by wavelength routing networks (as may be the case for regional communication providers, see Section 5.3), a similar need may evolve in this market as well.
Enterprise market
The main drive for WDM links in the data communications environment has come so far from large nancial institutions that wish to protect their valuable data by duplicating it at a geographically remote backup site 4 . The need for wavelength routing networks in such applications is obvious if more than one primary and backup site exist in a large corporation.
The focus of such corporate networks is very di erent from that of long-haul carriers. While the latter are more interested in high aggregate capacity at one protocol (SONET), the former are more interested in having a larger number of channels, each operating at lower speeds (typically less than 1 Gbps). Transparency is also a very important issue in this case, as the spectrum of protocols used between the sites is large (FDDI, ESCON, FiberChannel, ATM and others). Monitoring and fault localization is a central issue for the telcos, while enterprise networks typically have much less stringent requirements.
Another di erence between these markets lies in fault tolerance. While SONET networks provide their own backup mechanisms, and thus do not need the optical layer below them to perform fault recovery (which can cause more havoc if not very carefully integrated), such fault tolerance is crucial in the datacenter backup case, where no such fault tolerance exists. Furthermore, since the telcos are heavily invested in legacy SONET equipment, it will be harder for them to integrate new optical layer fault tolerance into their systems.
In the long run, we expect wavelength routing networks in the data communicationssector to provide a low level, transparent, and con gurable infrastructure for more speci c technologies, mainly ATM and TCP/IP. Such a layered approach is not redundant, as the low level optical layer and high level electrical network play di erent roles. The main goal of the optical layer is to relieve high layer nodes from the above-mentioned extra processing by providing high capacity pipes of xed bit-rate that connect physically remote switching nodes. The goal of the electrical layer is to make e cient use of these pipes by statistically multiplexing lower bandwidth bit streams with complex behavior (such as the ATM variable bit-rate class) onto them. These two types of connections also operate on di erent time scales. While ATM virtual connections (or TCP connections), not to mention datagrams, may have short life-spans (from seconds down to milliseconds), lightpaths will typically operate on much longer time scales of hours or days, trying to adapt the network to changes in its usage pattern. Therefore it is su cient to have low-speed optical switching and con guration management.
A crucial factor in the penetration of optical technology into this sector is its cost. Current components, in particular lasers, receivers, multiplexers, and switches are just too expensive to justify their deployment in this very competitive market. Therefore, the major research e ort which will determine the amount of success of optical networking for data communication is that of reducing the cost of its components.
Regional communication providers
This sector may be divided into three sub-sectors: (a) Traditional telephony service (local-exchange), (b) High speed pipes for private business-oriented networks, (c) High speed access networks to support HDTV, interactive TV, Internet access and so on.
This sector combines requirements from both the long-haul providers and data processing centers. On one hand, such companies aggregate numerous telephone sources into high bandwidth SONET rings to connect their central o ces. On the other hand, they supply high speed data channels to businesses, which need to run diverse protocol suites on top of them. In fact, while small enterprises may nd the installation of a WDM link for disaster recovery purposes too dear, economy-of-scale considerations enable regional providers to o er a ordable high bandwidth pipes to many small organizations. As is the case for the enterprise world, prices are an important issue here, as the providers will be very cautious in investing in such a non-core business.
In the short term, this sector is expected to take the same upgrade path as the long-haul carriers, of replacing simple ber links by WDM links. However, since much of the network complexity lies within the realms of regional providers, they are expected to be the rst to su er from in ating network management and maintenance burdens due to the increasing quantities of SONET equipment required to connect all these channels. Thus, in the long run, they may pioneer the e ort of replacing SONET based networks by wavelength routing networks 5 .
A di erent market which falls under this category is that of providing high speed access to the home. For such systems optical access networks (PONs) may be an economical solution, which can integrate very well with wavelength routing networks.
Concluding Remarks
Watching the proliferation of wavelength routing networks testbeds, it is tempting to conclude that such optical networks are almost ready to become deployed in the near future. On the other hand, while testbeds prove a concept, they are far from robust, reliable, and cost-e ective products that are acceptable for telcos. Taking into account the large e orts that went into the SONET standardization process, the huge recent investments in SONET equipment, and the currently modest demand for very high bandwidth, it seems almost hopeless to expect the telcos to replace SONET by a new and much less mature technology.
Our prediction is that wavelength routing networks will become a commercially viable solution in 2{4 years from now, which will very gradually replace high-speed SONET networking as such, while lower speed (155 Mbps up to 2.5 Gbps) SONET and ATM will be deployed directly on top of this optical layer. We believe that the way to practical optical TDM networking is much longer, and even when such networks will become practical, it will be quite hard to justify their deployment over the (by then established) competition from the above-mentioned integration between lower speed electronics and wavelength routing networks.
In the near future (during the next ve years), we expect to see much research and development activity in wavelength routing networks, resulting in reasonable solutions to the main open problems (such as dynamic gain equalization and wavelength allocation), more reliable and cost-e ective components, and complex optical network experiments and testbeds. Meanwhile, as far as the \real world" is concerned, it is only reasonable to expect extensive deployment of WDM links between existing electrical nodes. During this period, \almost-all optical" solutions based on electro-optical, high-granularity cross-connects will be introduced. Such networks will not replace SONET, instead they will provide virtual point-to-point links to SONET, leaving most of the networking mechanisms (such as fault recovery) to the SONET layer.
And then again, we may be wrong.
